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sensible well-informed Man, that does not know me.   I
lately got into a dilemma of this sort.—
In one of my daily jaunts between Bishopsgate and
Shacklewell, the coach stopped fco take up a staid-look-
ing gentleman, about the wrong side of thirty, who was
giving his parting directions (while the steps were
adjusting) in a tone of mild authority, to a tall youth,
who seemed to be neither his clerk, his son, nor his
servant, but something partaking of all three. The
youth was dismissed, and he drove on. As we were
the sole passengers, he naturally enough addressed his
conversation to me, and we discussed the merits of the
fare, the civility and punctuality of the driver; the cir-
cumstance of an opposition coach having been lately
set up, with the probabilities of its success—to all
which I was enabled to return pretty satisfactory ans-
wers, having been drilled into this kind of etiquette by
some years* daily practice of riding to and fro in the
stage aforesaid—when he suddenly alarmed me by a,
startling question, whether I had seen the show of prize
cattle that morning in Smithfield? Now as I had not
seen it, and do not greatly care for such sort of exhibi-
tions, I was obliged to return a cold negative. He
seemed a little mortified, as well as astonished, at my
declaration, as (it appeared) he was just come fresh
from the sight, and doubtless had hoped to compare
notes on the subject. However he assured me that I
had lost a fine treat, as it far exceeded the show of last
year. We were now approaching Norton Falgate*
when the sight of some shop-goods ticketed freshened
him up into a^iissertation upon the cheapness of cottons
this spring. 1 was now a little in'heart, as the nature
of my morning avocations had brought me into some
sort of familiarity with the raw material; and I was

